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Abstract

The use of multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) communication systems has attracted considerable attention due
to capacity and performance improvements without increasing the required bandwidth or transmission power.
Although MIMO improves the transmission rate and provides reliable communication, these advantages come at a
high cost, since multiple radio frequency (RF) chains have to be employed. Therefore, cost-effective implementation
of MIMO systems remains as an important challenge. In this sense, antenna selection techniques (AST) can help
reduce the high cost of MIMO systems, while retaining most of their benefits; and in order to improve channel
capacity, transmission power can be allocated efficiently according to the channel experienced by each antenna
element. In this paper, we show the channel capacity improvement of MIMO systems, by combining the use of AST
and transmission power allocation through the water-pouring algorithm (WPA) for different antenna configurations.
We apply WPA and allocate more power to the channel with better conditions, when the MIMO channel is Rayleigh
distributed and noise is Gaussian. By employing these two techniques (AST and WPA), we show that channel capacity
is significantly improved, with higher capacity values than those obtained using traditional systems which just spread
equal power among all the transmit antennas. We also show that bounds on the capacity can be considered when
these improvements are used in a MIMO system.
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Introduction
Communication systems that use MIMO form a key tech-
nology for next generation wireless systems, because they
provide a reliable communication (using diversity tech-
niques) or higher data rates (using spatial multiplexing
techniques) that are enablers to achieve a channel capac-
ity enhancement, without the need of using additional
transmit power or bandwidth, [1-3]. MIMO uses antenna
arrays instead of single transmit, receive antennas, and
operates by simultaneously transmitting multiple signals
in the same frequency band. At the receiver, multiple
antennas are also used, and the received signals are pro-
cessed to separate different transmitted data streams.
These transmit-receive antenna pairs form wireless links
that have different impulse responses, and thus chan-
nel conditions might be different for each one of them.
Therefore, a MIMO system can use more efficiently these
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resources by performing antenna selection in order to
transmit through the best wireless links, and by allocat-
ing the necessary power to those antennas being chosen in
order to achieve performance criteria. Antenna selection
techniques choose a subset of the available transmis-
sion antennas by comparing the channels they find at
the moment of transmission, so that performance crite-
ria such as capacity, bit error rate (BER) or throughput
are satisfied. In [4], authors present an overview of classic
results on selection diversity and antenna selection algo-
rithms at the transmit and receive side in MIMO systems.
In [5], antenna selection with imperfect channel estima-
tion is analyzed, and the optimal single receiver antenna
selection rule is obtained. It is also shown that the num-
ber of receive antennas determines the complexity of the
technique. In [6], antenna selection is also considered
for MIMO-OFDM systems, although the selection is lim-
ited to a single antenna and no further consideration of
extension to multiple antennas is made. It is known that
antenna selection improves BER, but it is also known that
performance improvement can be achieved if transmit
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power is varied according to channel conditions. In [7],
building on the classical water-pouring algorithm, authors
proposed an antenna selection algorithm based on partial
water pouring over the strongest channel model but using
equal power allocation. In [8], power control in MIMO
systems is introduced with antenna selection using trun-
cated channel inversion. In [9], antenna selection is shown
for spatial multiplexing and diversity techniques for lin-
ear receivers. One of the techniques that were proposed
is a suboptimal solution using the eigenstructure of the
channel matrix to choose the number of antenna elements
needed for an improved performance, no power alloca-
tion is carried out. Water-pouring algorithm (WPA) has
also been used for antenna selection in [10], but it is not
used for power allocation. In [11], authors used antenna
selection in a long-term evolution (LTE), system primarily
to quantify performance (symbol error rate and cumu-
lative distribution function) and to provide a systematic
overview of all the hooks in the LTE standard that enable
transmit antenna selection. Recently, in [12], authors used
antenna selection and power allocation to improve per-
formance in massive MIMO systems. They use convex
optimization to select the antenna subset that maximizes
the dirty-paper coding capacity and then optimize over
the user power allocation.
In this paper, we present a system that uses both,

antenna selection and power allocation, to improve capac-
ity. It is known that the channel capacity in a MIMO com-
munication system depends on the number of transmit
and received antennas, the signal-to-noise ratio, the chan-
nel state, and the autocorrelation or covariance matrix of
the transmitted signal vector [1]. This covariance matrix
is the variable that is left to improve channel capacity.
We propose the improvement of the channel capacity
through the use of a mathematical model which consid-
ers antenna selection techniques (AST) as well as the
variation of the covariance matrix using WPA by assign-
ing weights according to the channel coefficients of the
channel matrix. We assume that the channel matrix and
its coefficients are known or estimated previously. The
weights obtained are used to determine the amount of
power needed to be allocated to each antenna element
of the subset that has been chosen for transmission. The
technique to obtain the weights is based on the eigen-
values of the covariance matrix in an optimal way, thus
improving performance over that reported in [9] and [10].
Since the covariance matrix is analyzed at the transmitter
side, in this work, we are going to consider AST only at the
transmitter.
In the ‘MIMO communication systems’ section, we

present the basic notation with the definitions used in
the analysis. The section ‘MIMO system using I-AST
and WPA’ introduces the model proposed using antenna
selection and WPA. The ‘Numerical results’ section are

discussed afterwards for different antenna arrays, and a
discussion on capacity bounds is introduced. At the end,
the ‘Conclusions’ section is presented.

MIMO communication systems
A typical MIMO system consists of MT transmit and
MR receive antennas. Since each pair of transmit-receive
antennas experience different channel behaviors, the
wireless MIMO channel is represented by using a channel
matrix H, whose dimensions are MR × MT . The matrix
element hi,j, i = 1, 2, . . . ,MR; j = 1, 2, . . . ,MT is the
channel’s impulse response coefficient between the i-th
receiving and j-th transmitting antennas. If we consider a
transmitted symbol vector x, which is composed of MT
independent input symbols, i.e., xT = [

x1, x2, . . . , xMT

]
,

the input-output relationship of the MIMO channel just
described, in matrix form, gives for the received signal
vector y in the following:

y =
√

Es
MT

Hx + n, (1)

where y is anMR × 1 received signal vector, Es is the total
average energy of the transmitted signal, and n is the noise
vector with dimensionMR×1, considered to be Gaussian.
The channel matrix H is a matrix with rank r and with
positive eigenvalues ofHHH generally denoted by λk , k =
1, 2, . . . , r.

Antenna selection techniques
It is known that the main advantage of MIMO systems is a
substantial improvement in data rate and reliability, but its
main drawback is that additional RF modules are required
as multiple antennas are employed. In order to reduce
the cost associated with the multiple RF modules, we can
employ AST, where a specific number of P antennas is
selected at the transmitter or receiver [1,13], (P ≤ MT for
selection at the transmitter and P ≤ MR for selection at
the receiver). We contemplate the antenna selection only
at the transmitter side to optimize performance. The opti-
mal algorithm involves an exhaustive search through all
the possible combinations of P antennas out of a total of
MT . That is, if we want to select three antennas (P = 3)
from a set of four available antennas (MT = 4), we cal-
culate the channel capacity of all possible combinations of
three antennas

(
MT
P

)
; in this case, it would be four differ-

ent possible combinations. The selection of the P antennas
affects the channel capacity equation in an iterative algo-
rithm, which evaluates all possible antenna combinations
to get the highest channel capacity, see [14]. This itera-
tive search may be of high complexity, especially when the
number of antennas is large. Some algorithms that avoid
serial searches and with optimal performance have been
proposed, we call those the incremental selection and the
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decremental selection. The incremental selection AST (I-
AST) adds successively antennas at every stage, so the
antenna that yields the maximum increase of the chan-
nel capacity is added to the set of P transmit antennas
[14]. In other words, the antenna that provides the high-
est capacity is selected at first, then the highest second,
and so on. The process continues until all P antennas are
selected. The decremental selection AST (D-AST) starts
with the whole set of MT transmit antennas and removes
one antenna in each of the (MT − P) stages, where the
algorithm identifies and removes the antenna that yields
the minimum contribution to capacity [14].

Power allocation and water-pouring algorithm
When the channel is unknown to the transmitter, assign-
ing equal power to all transmit antenna is the logical
solution to set up the MIMO communication link. If the
channel is completely known, to assign power in an effi-
cient way in agreement with the channel conditions will
improve capacity. WPA is an iterative technique that effi-
ciently allocates different levels of power to various trans-
mitting antennas. The algorithm allocates more power to
the antennas that experience channels that are in better
conditions, and less or none at all, to the antennas whose
channels are in bad conditions [3]. WPA has to satisfy the
optimal power allocation policy, which is determined by:

γ
opt
i =

(
μ − MTN0

Esλi

)
+
; i = 1, 2, . . . , r, (2)

and
r∑

i=1
γ
opt
i = MT , (3)

where γ
opt
i is the optimum value of power to be allocated

to transmitting antenna i, μ is a constant, N0 is the noise
power, and (x)+ is defined as:

(x)+ =
{
x, if x ≥ 0,
0, if x < 0. (4)

The WPA starts setting the iteration count index p to 1,
and then, calculating the constant μ using:

μ = MT
(r − p + 1)

⎡⎣1 + N0
Es

r−p+1∑
i=1

1
λi

⎤⎦ . (5)

Using this value of μ, and using the definition in
Equation 4, the power allocated to the i-th sub-channel
can be obtained as:

γi =
(

μ − MTN0
Esλi

)
+
, i = 1, 2, . . . , r − p + 1. (6)

As it can be seen in (6), if the energy allocated to the
channel with the lowest gain is negative, i.e., γr−p+1 < 0,
we discard this channel by setting γ opt

r−p+1 = 0, whichmeans

that zero power is assigned to this channel, and then, the
algorithm returns to the iteration and p is incremented by
1. The optimal power allocation strategy, using WPA, is
found when the power allocated to each spatial sub chan-
nel is non-negative [15]. Figure 1 illustrates the outcome
of theWPA, where it can be seen that the modes obtained
by (6) that are positive will allow the allocation of power
to the P antennas selected. Those bars in the figure that
do not have a mode (those on the right hand side of the
figure with no γi) belong to those antennas that were not
allocated power.
Since this algorithm only concentrates on good-quality

channels and discards the bad ones during each channel
realization, it is to be expected that this method yields a
capacity that is equal or better than the capacity when the
channel is unknown to the transmitter [3]. This has been
shown to be the improvement with different algorithms
that carry out antenna selection, see [5-10].

MIMO system using I-AST andWPA
Once defined the concept and the application of I-AST
andWPA over theMIMO system, we can develop the pro-
posedmodel. Our proposal is to use these two techniques,
since both improve the channel capacity and we can get a
more cost-efficient MIMO system at the same time. As we
saw in the antenna selection technique section, we need
to choose the best set of P antennas according to its chan-
nel coefficients using I-AST. Once those P antennas are
obtained, we apply theWPA over the resulting model. We
suggest to apply I-AST first, because WPA is not able to
select the best set of transmit antennas by itself. First, con-
sider the input-output relationship of the MIMO system
using I-AST, which is defined as:

y =
√
Es
P
HKxP + n, (7)

Figure 1 Schematic of the water-pouring algorithm. Figure
showing optimum value of power to be allocated to transmitting
antenna i = 1, 2, . . ..
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where HK is the channel matrix indexed through the
iterative process that looks for the set of P antennas,
and has size (MR × P). The vector xP, is composed of P
independent input symbols, i.e., xTP = [x1, x2, . . . , xP] .
Now, with knowledge of the channel state information

(CSI), the system can pre-process the signal to be trans-
mitted by certain linear transformation V, and at the
receiver, the signal can be post-processed by another lin-
ear transformation, UH , [1], as Figure 2 shows. V and U
are matrices derived from the singular value decomposi-
tion (SVD) of the channel matrix HK . That is, if we apply
SVD to the channel matrixHK , we obtain:

HK = U�VH (8)

where U and V are unitary matrices that satisfy UHU =
VHV = I, and � is a square matrix, whose diagonal ele-
ments are the singular values of the matrixHK and whose
off-diagonal elements are zero.
From the modal decomposition shown in Figure 2, the

input-output relationship using WPA, is defined as:

ỹ =
√

Es
MT

UHHṼx + ñ. (9)

where ỹ = UHy is a post-processed received signal vector;
x̃ = VHx is a pre-processed transmitted signal vector; and
ñ = UHn is a post-processed noise vector.
Now, replacingH byHK (channel matrix of the P anten-

nas selected), x̃ by x̃P (pre-processed signal vector), and
MT by P on Equation 9, we get the input-output relation-
ship for the proposed model, where I-AST was applied
first, and then WPA. Therefore, the new model is defined
by:

ỹ =
√
Es
P
UHHK ṼxP + ñ. (10)

Figure 2Model decomposition with CSI at transmitter and
receiver. Figure showing block diagram of transmitter, channel, and
receiver.

Now, we obtain an expression for the channel capacity
of the proposed model. The channel capacity using I-AST
is defined by:

C = max
K ,Rxx

log2
(∣∣∣∣IMR + Es

PN0
HKRxxHH

K

∣∣∣∣) , (11)

where |X| is the determinant of matrix X, the covariance
matrix Rxx must be determined to satisfy the transmitter
power constraints. Now, Rxx is obtained usingWPA to get
an optimum power allocation that satisfies the transmit-
ter power condition (Tr (Rxx) = MT ). Considering that
optimal power allocation, across all spatial sub-channels,
is determined by WPA, i.e., all γ opt

i are set in an optimum
way, we can get the new expression for the covariance
matrix Rxx [1], which is given by:

Rimp
xx = VRopt

xx VH , (12)

where Ropt
xx = diag

{
γ
opt
1 , γ opt

2 , . . . , γ opt
P

}
is the opti-

mal covariance matrix and VHV = IP . Therefore, the
improved channel capacity according to the proposed
model is given by:

Cimp = max
K

log2
(∣∣∣∣IMR + Es

PN0
HKR

imp
xx HH

K

∣∣∣∣) . (13)

Finally, the ergodic case for Equation 13 is defined by
using statistical averages of the random channel coeffi-
cients of matrix HK with the expectation operator ε as
follows:

Cimp = ε
[
Cimp

]
. (14)

Equations 13 and 14 represent the channel capacity of
our proposed model, where the main improvement is the
use of the I-AST and WPA at the same time. With this
model, we show in the following section that channel
capacity improves. We also analyze the channel capacity
for the models obtained and compare these capacities to
know which model improves channel capacity.

Numerical results
A particular antenna array will be represented by the
number of receive, MR, and transmit, MT , antennas as
MR×MT . We define an array of 4×4 as the basic scenario
of the architecture of full rank. Since we are interested
in working with antenna selection just at the transmitter
side, the other arrays which we are going to treat will be
represented by 4 × 3, 4 × 2, and 4 × 1 arrays and we call
these antenna configurations. For our simulation, we con-
sider a random channel, which will be chosen accordingly
to a Rayleigh distribution, and we obtain the ergodic chan-
nel capacity in each case. For a channel represented by a
randommatrixH, the channel capacity is also random and
we must obtain the capacity through an iterative process.
We work with the Monte Carlo methods considering a
thousand iterations to estimate the capacity in every case.
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To get the final ergodic channel capacity, we obtain the
arithmetic average of these thousand individual capaci-
ties. Also, we introduce numerical results to quantify the
influence that the correlation matrix Rxx has on capacity
by analyzing scenarios, according to the power allocation
strategy employed.

Channel capacity using I-AST
We obtained the mathematical model and the chan-
nel capacity expression for the I-AST and analyze how
its channel capacity improves compared to a traditional
MIMO system (TMS). For the TMS, the correlation
matrix will be considered as an identity matrix (unless
specified differently), which means that equal power is
allocated to each and every transmit antenna employed,
and that all signals are uncorrelated. The ergodic channel
capacity for TMS, where there is no antenna selection, is
defined by:

C = ε

⎡⎣ max
Tr(Rxx)
=MT

log2
(∣∣∣∣IMR + Es

MTN0
HRxxHH

∣∣∣∣)
⎤⎦ .

Likewise, the ergodic channel capacity using I-AST is
defined as:

C = ε

[
max
K ,Rxx

log2
(∣∣∣∣IMR + Es

PN0
HKRxxHH

K

∣∣∣∣)]
. (15)

A comparison is shown in Figure 3, where channel
capacity is shown as a function of the signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR), for the four different antenna configurations.
Figure 3 shows clearly the advantage of using I-AST by an
increase in ergodic capacity for the 4× 1, 4× 2, and 4× 3
cases, for all the SNR values considered. This technique
improves the channel capacity in comparison to that of
TMS, except for the case of full rank (4 × 4 array), where
the channel capacity converges to the same value in both
cases (TMS and I-AST), because there is no chance to

Figure 3 AST vs TMS. (a) 4 × 1, (b) 4 × 2, (c) 4 × 3, and (d) 4 × 4. Figure showing four plots of results for antenna selection vs traditional MIMO.
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select a different antenna set. For the cases of 4× 1, 4× 2,
and 4×3, channel capacity using I-AST is better than that
of TMS for all the values of SNR, because I-AST finds the
set of antennas that represents the highest capacity, unlike
TMS that just takes those available antennas according to
the array employed. Since our purpose is to use the I-AST,
it is not important which algorithm for AST is used since
AST and I-AST converge to the same channel capacity,
because both techniques work under the same principle of
choosing those antennas that provide the highest capac-
ity, but through different algorithms. Note that ergodic
capacity increases as the number of transmit antennas
increases.
The next step is to incorporate a power allocation tech-

nique to improve channel capacity. We show these results
in the following subsections.

Channel capacity usingWPA
The ergodic channel capacity using WPA is defined as:

C = ε

⎡⎢⎢⎣ max
r∑

i=1
γi=MT

r∑
i=1

log2
(
1 + Esγi

MTN0
λi

)⎤⎥⎥⎦ . (16)

Now, in Figure 4, we show the comparison between
TMS and WPA under the same four-antenna configu-
rations. The improvement of the channel capacity using
WPA is clearly evident for the 4 × 4 array and is distin-
guishable for the complete range of the SNR employed.
For the 4× 3 array, the advantage of usingWPA is evident
for an SNR level from 0 to 16 dB. In the case of a 4 × 2

array, the advantage of using WPA is minimum and just
distinguishable at low SNR (from 0 to 8 dB). Finally, there
is no difference for the 4 × 1 array, because there is no
power allocation strategy to perform, since there is only
one transmitting antenna.

Influence of correlation matrix
It is well known that the correlation matrix can change
mainly according to the power allocation. Therefore, we
want to analyze the channel capacity depending on the
variations of the correlation matrix.
To develop completely Equation 15, we have to get an

expression for the correlation matrix. In this way, we
can obtain Rxx using the model of the correlation matrix
developed by [16] and used subsequently by [17], which is
given by:

Rxx (α) = αI + (1 − α)uuH , (17)

where α is a real number that satisfies 0 ≤ α ≤ P
P−1 , I is

the identity matrix, and u is a vector of size P × 1 and is
defined as u = [1 1 . . . 1 ]T .
The expression for the ergodic channel capacity, using

I-AST and taking into account the influence of the corre-
lation matrix, is defined by:

C = ε

[
max
K ,Rxx

log2
(∣∣∣∣IMR + Es

PN0
HKRxx (α)HH

K

∣∣∣∣)]
,

(18)

which gets its minimum value when the covariance matrix
has all its elements set up to one. This means that all the
channel coefficients are correlated. We denote this matrix

Figure 4WPA vs TMS. (a) 4 × 1, (b) 4 × 2, (c) 4 × 3, and (d) 4 × 4. Figure showing four plots of results for water pouring vs traditional MIMO.
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Figure 5 Channel capacity using I-AST with Rxx(0). Figure showing capacity of incremental AST with matrix of all ones as correlation matrix.

as Rxx(0), i.e., α = 0 in Equation 17. Thus, the minimum
ergodic capacity in (18) is given by:

Cmin = C
∣∣
Rxx(0). (19)

Figure 5 shows the ergodic channel capacity for I-AST
when the covariance matrix is Rxx(0), for the four differ-
ent antenna configurations. Unlike the other typical cases,
we can see that channel capacity decreases according to
incremental number of transmit antennas, due to the high

correlation provided by matrix Rxx(0), which represents a
negative influence over the channel capacity. This means
that a 4× 1 array shows higher channel capacity than that
of a 4 × 2 array. In the same way, a 4 × 2 array presents
higher capacity than that of a 4×3 array, and finally, a 4×3
array also shows higher capacity than that of a 4× 4 array.
Likewise, the ergodic channel capacity gets its maximum
with Rxx(1), i.e., α = 1 in Equation 17, which is an identity
matrix. This means that there is no correlation between
the transmitted signals, and equal power is allocated to

Figure 6 Channel capacity using I-AST with Rxx(1). Figure showing capacity of incremental AST with identity matrix as correlation matrix.
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Figure 7 Channel capacity using I-AST with Rimp
xx . Figure showing capacity of incremental AST with matrix obtained by algorithm proposed as

correlation matrix.

each antenna. This channel capacity is described by:

Cmax = C
∣∣
Rxx(1). (20)

Figure 6 shows how the ergodic channel capacity with
Rxx(1) varies with respect to the SNR. In this figure, we

can see that capacity increases according to the incremen-
tal number of transmit antennas. It is clear that at high
SNR (from 7 to 20 dB), the channel capacity increases with
the incremental number of antennas.We can see the same
behavior at low SNR, but the channel capacity of the 4× 3

Figure 8 Ergodic channel capacity vs the number of transmit antennas. Figure showing capacity as the number of antennas is varied.
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array is somewhat higher than that of a 4× 4 array, from 0
to 6 dB. This is due to the effect of selecting the best sub-
set of three antennas. For the system of 4×4 antennas, we
are not performing any antenna selection; therefore, one
of those channels produces a negative contribution to the
capacity, which makes the channel capacity of the 4 × 3
case better at low SNR.

Channel capacity of the proposedmodel
Our model uses I-AST to select the better set of anten-
nas and then allocates power by carrying out WPA. Recall
that the ergodic channel capacity expression for this pro-
posed model is given by Equation 14. Figure 7 shows how
the channel capacity of our model varies according to the
SNR. We can see that all the results shown in Figure 7 are
better than their counterpart shown in Figure 6. There-
fore, the use of I-AST and WPA improves channel capac-
ity. From Figure 7, we can see that at high SNR (from 15 to
20 dB) the channel capacity increases with the incremen-
tal number of transmit antennas. This statement changes
for the other range of SNR. For instance, in the range of
7 to 14 dB, the best channel capacity is obtained for the

4 × 3 array, and in the range of 0 to 6 dB, the best channel
capacity is obtained for the 4 × 2 array. The higher chan-
nel capacity at low SNR, for the 4 × 3 and 4 × 2 arrays,
is due to the advantage of using I-AST and WPA, since
the selection of the best set of P transmit antennas work-
ing together with the optimal strategy of power allocation,
can provide a higher channel capacity.
This behavior is much easier to visualize if we plot the

channel capacity versus the number of transmit antennas.
In Figure 8, we show the ergodic channel capacity as a
function of the number of transmit antennas, for different
values of SNR. In this figure, we can see that at 4 dB of
SNR, the capacity obtained with a 4×2 array is better than
that of a 4 × 3 array and that of a 4 × 4 array. At 8 and 12
dB, the capacity obtained with a 4 × 3 array is better than
that of a 4 × 4 array. Finally, at 16 and 20 dB, the capacity
obtained with a 4 × 4 array is better than all the antenna
configurations.
Figure 8 also helps us to determine how many anten-

nas and which SNR level we need to obtain for a specific
channel capacity. For instance, if we need 10 bps/Hz, we
can use a 4 × 1 array at 16 dB or a 4 × 2 array at 12 dB

Figure 9 Comparison of the channel capacity using the three different methods. (a) 4 × 1, (b) 4 × 2, (c) 4 × 3, and (d) 4 × 4. Figure showing
four plots of capacity as the number of antennas is varied.
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or a 4 × 3 array at 8 dB. In this way, we obtain the same
channel capacity but at different SNR levels (16, 12, or 8
dB, respectively) or with different antenna configurations
(4 × 1, 4 × 2, or 4 × 3, respectively). In case that we need
17 bps/Hz, we can use a 4 × 2 array at 20 dB or 4 × 3
array at 16 dB, and we obtain the same channel capac-
ity but at different SNR levels (20 or 16 dB, respectively)
or with different antenna configurations (4 × 2 or 4 × 3,
respectively).

Lower and upper bounds
So far, we have seen three different methods that use I-
AST to obtain a better channel capacity. These methods
change each other according to the correlation matrix,
these methods were indicated as:

• I-AST with Rxx(0)
• I-AST with Rxx(1)
• I-AST with Rxx obtained by WPA (Rxx = Rimp

xx )

Now, we can compare these three methods to see how
the ergodic channel capacity varies in each one. Figure 9
shows the comparison between these three methods
for the four-antenna configurations studied before. This
figure clearly shows that channel capacity gets its maximal
value (in the four-antenna configurations employed) when
Rxx is obtained by WPA (Rimp

xx ). Likewise, the channel
capacity gets its minimal value for Rxx(0).

Therefore, we can establish lower and upper bounds for
the channel capacity formulation of the model proposed
here as follows:

Cmin ≤ Cmax ≤ Cimp, (21)

where Cmin, Cmax, and Cimp are given by Equations 14, 19,
and 20, respectively.
In other words, we can say that a lower bound is

obtained for Rxx(0), a middle value for Rxx(1), and an
upper bound with Rimp

xx . These are bounds according to
the influence of the correlation matrix and the variations
of parameter α in our formulation.
So far, we have only worked with cases up to 4 × 4, but

results will change if we increase the number of anten-
nas. The next scenario that we include is an array of 8 × 8
antennas as a full rank, and we vary the number of trans-
mitting antennas from 8 to 1. We show only the case of
I-AST with Rxx obtained by WPA (Rimp

xx ), since it was the
approach with the highest channel capacity for the cases
analyzed previously. Figure 10 shows how the channel
capacity increases according to the incremental number of
transmit and receive antennas, reaching twice the channel
capacity approximately, which shows that the proposed
model is scalable to bigger MIMO configurations.

Conclusions
One of the main challenges of wireless communications
systems is to improve the channel capacity. For this

Figure 10 Channel capacity using I-AST with Rimp
xx . Figure showing plot of capacity with correlation matrix.
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reason, we have analyzed and used different techniques
to face and overcome this challenge. We have employed
I-AST, because this technique helps us to choose those
antennas linked with the channels that provide better
transmit conditions, as well as to determine the channel
state information. On the other hand, having knowledge
of the channel state, we are able to apply the WPA and
allocate power in an efficient way under the rule of assign-
ing more power to the channel that has better conditions.
Employing these two techniques (I-AST and WPA), we
have shown that the channel capacity was significantly
improved, with higher capacity values than those obtained
using traditional systems which just spread equal power
among all the transmit antennas.
Using both techniques, we also obtain a more cost-

efficient MIMO communication system; because AST
reduces the cost and the number of the RF chains
employed, and WPA allocates the power efficiently. This
contributes, in certain manner, to work towards the
new Green Wireless Technology, helping in this way,
to the conservation of the environment and the natural
resources by saving or using more efficiently the transmis-
sion energy. As a future work of interest is the integration
of channel estimation algorithms with I-AST and WPA.
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